WE ARE ENGAGEMENT

EVENT PROGRAMME
Wednesday 3rd & Thursday 4th November

Tuition fees! That’s all we seem to hear about when it comes to Further and Higher Education. You would have
thought that with higher tuition fees there would be more money for universities and colleges. You would be
wrong! The overall funding that institutions receive has actually fallen as have the numbers of staff. Students
have more choice than before and far more access to information when it comes to choosing the location for their
continued education and what they study.
Technology is playing an even greater role in the education of students, both in terms of how they learn but
also how Universities and Colleges deliver their “service”. However, with technology constantly evolving and
expectations becoming greater, what do educational institutions need to do in order to stay one step ahead?
Interaction between students and lecturers is changing, the way they learn often involves the use of technology
as well.
All of this is against a backdrop of decreasing International Students due to Brexit which is causing a drop
of income at a time when institutions are having to grapple with the impact of COVID-19 on student
educational development.
However, what next? Excellence In Education will bring together senior leaders from across the entire Further and
Higher Education sector to share ideas and experiences with colleagues.
Key topics to be discussed include:
• Hybrid learning • Cloud migration • Remote working • Virtual onboarding • Artificial intelligence
• The pivot to digital learning • Increasing learner flexibility • Organisational cultural shift • Personalised student
experience • Teaching in a post pandemic world • Managing quality in turbulent times • Coping with the advancing
of technology • Higher Education for the mid-21st century • Advances in the use of digital technologies • How
has digital changed the student experience? • Managing the risk and threat of extremism online • Expertise: a
new discourse for high quality learning & teaching? • How does the UK maintain its status and relevance on the
international stage?

Chesford Grange Hotel
Kenilworth
Warwick
CV8 2LD

WEDNESDAY 3RD NOVEMBER
15:00 - 18:00

HOTEL CHECK-IN AND FREE TIME

19:00 - 20:30

REGISTRATION AND DRINKS RECEPTION

20:30 - 22:30

NETWORKING DINNER

THURSDAY 4TH NOVEMBER
07:45 - 08:20

REGISTRATION, TEA, COFFEE & PASTRIES

08:20 - 08:30

CHAIR’S WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS

Simon Jones, Dean of School, Business and Law

08:30 - 09:00

PERSONALISATION: POWERFUL TOOL OR
POTENTIAL MINEFIELD?
The field around personalised learning is characterised by a multitude of
definitions and approaches. On the one hand, it is viewed as a powerful
tool to increase motivation; on the other it is critiqued for offering little
more than a surface level approach rather than depth and genuine
alignment to individual needs and interests. This session explores the
opportunities and challenges that come with the pursuit of a personalised
student experience.

Malcolm Todd, Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Catherine O’Connor, Lead for Learning,
Teaching and Employability

09:00 - 09:30

DEVELOPING NEW APPROACHES TO PORTFOLIO DELIVERY
IN A POST-PANDEMIC ENVIRONMENT
Over the past year the University of Suffolk had been engaged in a
number of areas especially around the delivery of learning and teaching
both during and post COVID19. The university has undertaken several
interesting pilots with some great outcomes. Mohammad Dastbaz will
share some of these outcomes and talk about how they plan to use these
results moving forward.

Mohammad Dastbaz, Deputy Vice-Chancellor

09:30 - 10:00

UNIVERSITY OF EAST LONDON TRANSNATIONAL
AND NATIONAL ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIP STRATEGY
– CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES – UEL GLOBAL FAMILY
UEL recognizes the value of transnational education and national
academic partnerships and has an established record of delivering
this activity. Over the last few years UEL has established processes
and systems to ensure there is a consistent approach to partnership
development and management across the institution. The strategy
addresses most recent post-Brexit and Covid-related challenges faced
by the UEL and its partner institutions, aligns with the UK Government
International Education Strategy 2021 update and builds a solid
foundation for the development of UEL Global Family Framework. As
part of the UEL Global Family, we will continue promoting the UEL
brand globally, work together with like-minded institutions to achieve
common goals, such as engaging with industries globally to develop
career-ready students and partake in international, industry-relevant
research and share ideas and best practice through a variety of forums.
2020 has seen a rapid acceleration in the development of online working
and education, which provides increased opportunities for partnerships
to thrive and international students to study for a qualification without
the need for international travel. UEL has rapidly developed its online
course portfolio in partnership with specialist online providers. We will
talk about advantages and disadvantages to pursuing online partnerships,
which even before the effect of the pandemic was a growing sector, and
is now too significant to ignore.

Gulnara Stover, Director of Talent Gateway

10:00 - 10:30

HOW HAS THE ROLE OF DIGITAL CHANGED
THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE?

Fiona Strawbridge, Head of Digital Education

10:30 - 11:30

TEA, COFFEE & NETWORKING BREAK

11:30 - 12:00

CASE STUDY PRESENTATION

12:00 - 12:30

MANAGING QUALITY IN TURBULENT TIMES!
As a Quality Manager who has moved from the QAA back to an HEI,
Maureen will reflect on the challenges of implementing nationally
framed policy in the context of institutional /operational practice and the
particular challenges that recent events have presented for traditional
notions of Quality management.

Maureen McLaughlin, Director of Education Policy and Quality

12:30 - 13:00

ONLINE ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE
Pragmatic observations from a mid-sized IT department at the heart of
a Post 92 University, including –
• Where is our sense of community, mid Covid?
• How have our customers coped with the avalanche of new tech?
Virtual onboarding - culturally and technically.
• Where have we moved forward and where have we been held back?
• What should we be doing next?

Rob Moore, IT Procurement Manager

13:00 - 13:30

CASE STUDY PRESENTATION

13:30 - 14:15

LUNCH

14:15 - 14:45

TEA, COFFEE & REFRESHMENTS BREAK

14:45 - 15:15

SHIFTING FROM THE BLACK MIRROR BACK TO THE HUMAN
LEAGUE: FOREGROUNDING INTER-HUMAN INTERACTIONS
WITHIN 21ST CENTURY LEARNER JOURNEYS
It is an understatement to suggest that the past 18 months have been like
no other – in general the world over and in higher education specifically.
For many years, policy fora, think-tanks and universities themselves
have posited visions of the future that have invariably included advances
in the use of digital technologies, increased learner flexibility and
curricula developed to match the skills requirements of the 21st century.
Whilst some strategic moves have been evident in pockets of the sector
pre-2019, the wholesale pivot to digital necessitated by Covid-19 has
become a defining moment in the transformation of higher education.
To some, the past year may have felt akin to living through a Netflix
‘Black Mirror’ series; a near- future, dystopian version of what we
previously knew. To others, it has been a moment of opportunity to
take bold strides through the crystal ball towards new versions of
teaching, learning, researching and configuring a 21st century university
experience. This presentation shines a light on some of the rapid shifts
seen, whilst making a case for the place and premium value of in-person,
face-to-face and inter-human opportunities as key hallmarks of learning
fit for the 4th industrial revolution.

Ian Pickup, Pro Vice-Chancellor

15:15 - 15:45

EXPERTISE: A NEW DISCOURSE FOR HIGH QUALITY
LEARNING & TEACHING?
Whilst ‘excellence’ is an important rhetoric in higher education and
many other sectors, it is poorly defined in terms of the characteristics
of an individual teacher. Criteria for excellence, for example, in national
teaching awards, provide an indication but they are based on experience
and assumptions rather than empirical evidence. Furthermore, by
definition, excellence is a characteristic achievable by only a few (we can’t
all be outstanding or above average). The notion of excellence, therefore,
is not a strong motivator for individuals to improve their teaching nor
a helpful guide for those supporting them in doing so. Conversely, the
concept of expertise has a deep and broad theoretical and empirical
foundation in a wide variety of professions and offers a fresh approach
to considering the characteristics of high-performing practitioners. The
acquisition and maintenance of expertise is considered as an ongoing
process that is potentially available for all to engage with, rather than
a static point to be reached by the few. This presentation will briefly
outline the generic characteristics of expertise and then discuss what
these might look like for teaching in higher education.
A model will be presented that is based on empirical research, personal
experience of educational development and extensive discussions with
colleagues in the sector through workshops and conferences. This model
proposes three overlapping elements of expertise: Pedagogical Content
Knowledge, Artistry, and Intentional Learning & Development.

Helen King, Deputy Director (Academic Development)

15:45 - 16:15

CASE STUDY PRESENTATION

16:15 - 17:00

TEA, COFFEE & NETWORKING BREAK

17:00 - 17:30

HIGHER EDUCATION FOR THE MID-21ST CENTURY
The consolidation and likely dominant position of China as a global
power and influence. How as a UK sector do we maintain our status
and relevance?
Our exposure to students from China over the past 20 years has been
principally through the growing numbers who have chosen to study in
the UK.
Chinese society is changing at a phenomenal rate. The number of people
in China now categorised as ‘middle class’ presently exceeds 700K;
larger than the total population of the EU pre-brexit (OECD 2019) and
growing. This will keep feeding increased demand for university places
and HE more generally.
However, it is also likely that as universities in China improve, that the
number of students wishing to study abroad will decline. China will also
itself seek to attract international students - probably at competitive
rates, initially targeting huge potential latent demand from other East
Asian countries as well as from Russia and Africa.
This presentation will seek to explore some of the key issues for the UK
HE sector.

Sion Hughes, Academic Head and Vice Dean

17:30 - 18:00

THE RISK AND THREAT OF EXTREMISM ONLINE
A short presentation looking at the use of social media by extremist
organisations and understanding the differences between mainstream
platforms and non-mainstream platforms. The talk will also explore
the mindset of Incels (Involuntary Celibates) and conspiracy theories
related to Covid 19.

Alamgir Sheriyar, South East Prevention Lead HEFE

18:00 - 18:10

CHAIR’S CLOSING REMARKS AND EVENT FINISH

